CH Colsidex The Farm Top of the Mark, BROM, HOF

Ch. Bremar Makers Mark, BROM
x
Ch. Sagenhaft Colsidex Whiz Kid

DOB: 7/27/98

Cliffy finished his championship with 2 Best of Breeds over Specials including the Nutmeg Weimaraner Club Specialty. He was a sweet, loving dog who constantly wagged his tail.

As a producer he was pre-potent for producing breed type and an effortless ground covering gait. He was the sire of 56 champions which include the All Time Top Show Dog, Ch Colsidex Seabreeze Perfect Fit, BROM, with 33 Best In Shows. He sired several other Group winners, multiple Futurity and Maturity winners, Agility, Tracking, Obedience and Hunt Test titled offspring including a dog who earned his Master Hunter before 2 years of age.

His real contribution to the breed was his ability to produce offspring that could produce. The 2006 and 2007 Top Producing Dams were both Cliffy daughters: 2006 – Am/Can/Br Ch. Juscanis Mater Ad Colsidex, BROM; 2007 – Ch Eb’s N Seabreeze Sorcerers Stone, JH BROM.

Breeder: Judy Colan & Alessandra Folz
Owner: Judy Colan
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